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The Elden Ring Game (hereinafter referred to as the “game”) is an action
RPG developed by Loyalties Inc. in the overseas development division of
Eagle Dynamics GmbH. The game is a fantasy version of the game
scenario in which the protagonist named “Rise” seeks out and battles
against the target that is the protagonist of a fantasy drama. A scenario
in which a large and complex world is beautifully designed and the story
is not merely thrown together in an ordered fashion but developed into a
form where it’s possible to enjoy the story like a good drama. The
character “Rise” has a voice that carries a strange feeling, and in which
the characters are beautifully drawn and personalities are formed. You’ll
be sucked into a world that has an incredible atmosphere. 1. Setting The
fantasy world of EOR focuses on the Lands Between which lies in the
Middle of the Middle of the Void. In this fantasy world, a “Great Tree”
spreads out endlessly like a sky, and in the middle of the Great Tree,
various countries are placed. In each country is the capital city. In this
world, land is also known as a country, a capital, and a city. This is the
distinction that the land can be called a land or a country. The ultimate
country is known as the Great Tree. In the current order, the Great Tree is
split into many smaller sub-divisions (vaguelly) called the “Lands
Between”. 2. Job System The job system is a system in which your job is a
crucial part of your character. This is added to the existing job system in
which your job also determines your equipment. In the job system, jobs
are divided into a melee attack character, a magic attack character, a
support character, and a weapon attack character, and these roles are
called “Roles”. In addition to these Roles, there are various combinations
that you can use, such as whether you can combine the healing and
support roles or whether you can combine the support role with the
weapon attack role. In addition to your main job, there are various
abilities, quests, and skills. These are called “Job Skills”. A skill is
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classified according to a Role. For example, the healing skill is classified
as the healing Role, and the skill that you can obtain by using the healing
Role can

Elden Ring Features Key:
Beautiful 3D environments A huge land spanning the Lands Between where everything changes
based on each player’s preference.
Virtual item creation If you want to create a powerful item, make sure to create it! The system will
allow you to create virtual items.

Every job has a crafting skill and various materials. For example, female guilds such as
miners and salvers have crafting skills related to rocks, while warriors have crafting skills
related to weapons.
Equip various types of items to increase your production time and craft the item’s quality.
Many items can be acquired from dungeons, and warlords (dark guilds) and war ladies
(female warlords) have particularly large selections of items that others can not obtain, so
players can enjoy a variety of exciting quests.

Robust World Building tools Create an immersive world by the simplest of strokes of the mouse. All
you need to do is draw a narrow, wide bridge, a castle, and a town.
Character Customization This truly is a custom-made game! Delve into a varied array of detailed
character customization options, such as sexy facial expression, body shape, voice, hair, skin, voice
and so on.
Visual Themes System The Visual Themes system allows you to change the graphics to easily
change the environment. For example, if you want to create a quick battle, you can use the city
scenery theme.
Visual Effects The game’s visual effects have been polished to the extreme, giving the game a
visually very attractive feeling.
Huge Guild System Grind your way through the guilds and become the head of the guild. The guild
system allows you to obtain items related to the guild by performing quests.
Weapon Creation System Get on a journey to build your own high-quality weapon. Choose a type of
raw material, and build a legendary weapon.
Decisive Battle System Create a group, add your ally characters, and select from a variety of
weapons. Enter battle in your custom-made lobby as a group where you can team up with people of
your own guild to fight together 
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“A smooth and remarkable experience.” - Korea Online, ( Download this
game today! ( —Game Description— The game will release on the world-
renowned online game site “Gts” for the PlayStation®4 computer
entertainment system. “Gts” is the leading Korean online game site.
There are many other online games available in “Gts,” including the
“Gangnam Style,” “Shake It,” “Not Going to School,” and “Monster
Songs” games. Nexon America has published many online games and
developed “Gts,” including: • Final Fantasy XV: A New Beginning (2015) •
Final Fantasy XII: The Zodiac Age (2015) • A New Wonder World (2017) •
Dragon Quest XI: Echoes of an Elusive Age (2018) • DOTA 2 (2013) •
Phantasy Star Online 2 (2009) • Estival Versus (2014) To know more
about “Gts,” please go to “We are thrilled to partner with Nexon America
to bring GTS’s wide-ranging portfolio of blockbuster MMOs to the West
and to be the first games publisher to bring its iconic titles to the
PlayStation® platform.” said Jeff Liu, Senior Vice President of Sony
Interactive Entertainment. The names, logos and other indicia associated
with every brand are the sole property of their respective owners, and
used only for the purpose of their legitimate operations. No misuse or
commercialization of these indicia is allowed. ( COMING SOON! IN THE
ELDEN RING: SOUTH ANDEASTERN QUEST BOOK 1. Free Download for
Limited Time! South and East has been given the time-honored task of
guarding the weak nations of the ancient Elden Ring for countless
generations. Yet despite this important duty, he finds himself bored with
his repetitive routine. South and East, who dreams of bff6bb2d33
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■ Introduction The world of Tarnished is being destroyed due to a
mysterious calamity and the end of day is approaching. It is a time when
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an Elden Lord must arise. It is time to fight, and battles begin. You are an
Elden Lord who enters a world of suffering. The survival of the Elden race
depends on you. Once your task is complete, you will earn an Elden Ring,
and become an Elden Lord. In this game, an adventure which never ends,
the story unfolds in a world filled with enemies that gather at night, and
at the same time, there are allies who ally with you in this world.
Together, let us journey to the end of this story. ■ Features ■ System
Overview ◆ The World of the Elden A world where the power of the Elden
Ring can be obtained, the Lands Between exist between the setting
points and towns. If you enter an area that is not populated, you will not
encounter anyone, and you will be unable to enter the town. Tarnished is
based on a four-layered structure which is known as the “Lands
Between.” If you enter the central layer, the “World of the Elden,” you will
encounter monsters, appear, and meet with them at the moment of their
life. There are also towns which offer various items and services, so that
adventurers can rest and fill their items. The even layer, the “World of the
Spirits,” is an invisible world, and is not accessible without the use of the
“Warp Ring.” When you enter the next layer, the “World of Other
Dimensions,” you will face the dangers of other worlds. In the layer
above, the “World of Spirits,” where the presence of spirits of people who
have fallen in battle is allowed, but if you are killed by them, you will lose
your items. The topmost layer, the “World of Elden,” is the world that you
enter. It is the world where you are able to gain and increase the power
of the Elden Ring. There is no restriction in where you can go and what
items you can carry, and it is even possible to go

What's new:

KEY FEATURES
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Game World - A vast world where open fields with a
variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and
three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected.- As
you explore the world, be on the lookout for what awaits
you.- You may be lucky enough to discover world exclusive
content.
Game System - Utilize the dynamic combo power of the
Warrior and the stealth of the Mage to become an Elden
Lord in the Lands Between.- To embark on a quest, craft
and equip powerful gear, and learn fearsome skills you
can use to defeat your foes.
Battle System - Take advantage of the combo power to
execute combos and chain battles smoothly.- Process your
chain attacks to execute super normal attacks or special
attacks to defeat your enemies in one fell swoop!
Dynamic Quest System - Automatically search for a
suitable boss to challenge!- You will need to find a
suitable route to reach the boss!
Character Management - Customize your character in a
variety of ways, from equipping gear to learning and
customizing skills.- Raise both your teammates and your
enemies to ensure that your party doesn't suffer an
imbalance during the course of your journey!
Skill System - You will automatically gain skills based on
the items that you equip, while learning skills you've
earned in previous fights. - Each combat will have its own
special moves and skill attacks that achieve different
effects!
Voice Over - The characters speak into the world, live, and
truly come to life!- In addition, the game features an
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unprecedented production value with a voice acting that
will enrapture you, you will feel as if you're living in the
world of Nevyland.
Network Support - Enjoy the game without any limits
through asynchronous online elements for band members,
such as a good sense of community and when other
players travel through common areas.

TRY DEMO HERE

Extract the game to one of the free directory. It must be
unpacked to a subfolder named “” or “elden ring”
Use NTFS manager to extract game content into the
unpack folder
Register/activate game key
Double click on key. Go to advanced tab and select “elden
ring”
Go to game folder then launch the game
Do 3-5 minutes of Training (5 on normal)

Start a new game (the first character created)
All systems go!

Elden Ring Game Key:
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2GB RAM 20GB Hard Disk Space Memory: 2GB RAM OS: Windows
10 64-bit (8.1) Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4200U (2.20GHz)
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 520 Hard Disk: 20GB Hard Disk
SpaceMemory: System Requirements: RAM: 2GB RAM OS:
Windows 10 64-bit (8.1)
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